HOME & GARDEN

Serenity in a
Garden:
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Build Your Own
Meditation Retreat
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By Permaculture Rockstar,
Jessica Robertson

did a 10-day silent meditation retreat a couple of years ago without
ever having meditated before in my life. I honestly can’t say I’ve
meditated much since then, but it was certainly a deep learning
experience about my own mind, my body and the universe. It’s a
practice I’d like to start incorporating into my daily routine. Though
it seems even harder to find time for this now that I have a wee one, I
think that this also makes it all the more important.
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SUSTAINABLE WOOD FLOORING
To provide consumers the best choice in healthy wood and bamboo
ﬂooring, the NADURRA Veriﬁed Program rates our ﬂooring
suppliers based on their commitment to sustainable forestry, toxicity
and overall sustainability.
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Sit quietly in a tranquil,
comfortable space. Close your
eyes. Breathing through your
nose, focus on your breath.
See if you can feel it as it
moves out your nostrils and
across your lips. Follow its
path through your body on the
intake and the exhale.
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A
consistent
meditation
practice is shown to increase
concentration,
decrease
anxiety, and make you happier.
There are many different styles
of meditation but they are all
about focusing the mind.

Secluded Space. With kids, you want some space in the yard

for them to let out that boundless energy. But it is also important
for you to have some private space to retreat to. That doesn’t mean
the kids can’t be invited in at times – it can even serve as a way to
calm their bodies and focus their minds – you just need guidelines
around the use of the space and how everybody is expected to
behave in it. Your private sanctuary can be created through the
use of a structure like a trellis, a pagoda, a low stone or wood wall,
or even just through the strategic placement of tall plants.
Setting the Scene. Do you find a rocky garden with a few
hardy well-placed plants calming or desolate? Do the small delicate
flowers of native plants distract you with their intricacy or can you
easily let them fade into the background with their subtlety? Does
a sea of blue and purple blooms calm you, or are big colourful
blooms too busy? Consider too your choice of materials; if you
will actually be sitting and meditating or reading for long periods,
wooden surfaces are nice as they don’t get too hot or cold.
Water. The sound of falling water is very soothing and can
block out other sounds such as traffic and screaming children.
The white noise it creates can help to centre you in your mind
and body. With good water flow (a waterfall or flow form is best)
you also increase the amount of negative ions in the air which
improves mood, reduces stress, and can help the body deal with
airborne allergens.

and out again, it is not a maze, so you can just let your feet
fall and lose yourself in thought. This ancient tradition has been
in practice for over 4000 years and is found in almost every
major religion. Your thoughts while you walk to the centre
of the labyrinth should be focused differently than when you
walk out of the labyrinth again. You may focus on a question or
on releasing your thoughts and cares. On the return path you
integrate what you have learned. The most basic instructions
are simply to walk with openness and mindfulness. Labyrinths
can be built using stones, sand, plants, or even just masking tape
on a gymnasium floor. There are even portable canvas ones
you can rent or purchase. The easiest design is the three-circuit
labyrinth. The seven-circuit is the most popular in the world. If
you don’t have the space for a walking labyrinth you can make a
small one in stone or in the soil that you follow with your finger.
Offerings. Leaving gifts to whatever spirits you follow, or
just in general to the Earth, helps you remember what you are
thankful for. Tobacco was a traditional offering of First Nation
peoples in North and South America. The tobacco plant is a gift
from the Great Spirit and so it is returned as thanks or when
requesting something through prayer. Some traditions leave a
sprinkling of corn meal. You could leave flowers, prayer ribbons
or flags, or anything that holds special significance to you. An
alter may be included for the purpose of leaving offerings or you
can lay them on a rock, a stump or even directly on the ground.

So if you’ve been feeling a little run out of your mind lately, create a
quiet sanctuary and give yourself some time to reconnect with it. It
doesn’t have to be big or elaborate, just dedicated space – and you
have to actually put aside a few minutes each day to use it!

A garden should be as much a place for contemplation as for growing
things. Just being outdoors in green space is calming to the soul and can
be healing. Meditation gardens make this an explicit goal. A meditation
garden can be specifically designed to have special secluded spaces
for reflection, or it may feature a labyrinthine walking path for mobile
musings. Plant selections will vary by personal taste, but you don’t want
it to be too busy as that will detract from its calming influence. Let’s go
through some of the things you might want to include in a meditation
garden:
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Labyrinth. A labyrinth has only one path into the centre

YOUR MIND WILL WANDER!!
Don’t get frustrated; just calmly
bring it back to focusing on
your breath or your body. You
may have to refocus several
times over a 10-15 minute
meditation session. Set a timer
to let you know when to come
out of your meditation.
It is recommended that you
meditate twice a day to see
real results.
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